MyLibraryDV features a dynamic lineup of documentaries, cooking shows, classic movies, travel series, how-to programs, and thought-provoking presentations focused on health and literature. The following pages showcase just some of the many exciting offerings brought to you by MyLibraryDV—with many more programs soon to be added to the ever-growing schedule.

**Program Overview**

**Documentary**

**Inside the Law** (2 Sixty-Minute Episodes)

Created by an Emmy Award®-winning producer, **Inside the Law** is an outstanding one-hour legal affairs program that examines the top legal issues of the day. The first of these two informative episodes focuses on the thorny issue of medical errors, while the second examines the cost and legal issues associated with prescription drugs and pharmaceutical companies. Both episodes are hosted by Court TV’s Fred Graham.

“The Future of Libraries”

Brought to you by Recorded Books
**Americas Test Kitchen** (26 Thirty-Minute Episodes)

*Americas Test Kitchen* is the most watched cooking show on public television and is hosted by the editorial staff of *Cooks Illustrated*. Host and Editor-in-Chief Chris Kimball, together with chefs Julia Collin and Bridget Lancaster, give viewers fully tested, foolproof recipes that are fun to cook at home.

**Michael Chiarellos Napa** (26 Thirty-Minute Episodes)

After enjoying 15 years of celebrity as a top Napa Valley chef and trendsetting restaurateur, Michael Chiarello is now the host of his own casual cooking show. In this fun, fascinating journey through “Americas Tuscany,” Michael shares chefs tricks for getting the most flavor from the ingredients and talks about which wines to serve with any meal. In each episode viewers leave the kitchen, following Michael on a unique tour of the Napa Valley—from the basket of a hot air balloon and from the world-famous *Napa Valley Wine Train*.

**Julia and Jacques Cooking at Home** (22 Thirty-Minute Episodes)

Two of the worlds best known and beloved culinary stars, Julia Child and Jacques Pépin, join each other in Julias home kitchen for this popular Emmy Award®-winning public television series. These two legendary cooks take you to the heart of good home-cooking and show you that while there are traditional ways of preparing a dish, nothing is written in stone.

**Lidia’s Italian-American Kitchen** (13 Thirty-Minute Episodes)

For Lidia Bastianich, family and kitchen are the heart and soul of the Italian-American experience. Now entering her seventh season on public television with an all-new series, Lidia presents traditional dishes with origins in authentic regional fare that suit the American palate and pantry. In *Lidia’s Italian-American Kitchen* Lidia Bastianich draws on favorite recipes from her first restaurant, Buonavia, in Queens, New York.

**Health Choices** (10 Thirty-Minute Episodes; 1 Sixty-Minute Episode)

Created by an Emmy Award®-winning producer, *Health Choices* is a series of ground-breaking half-hour programs that examine, in a unique new format, the array of choices available today to maintain health and combat illness. From everyday problems such as headaches to the life-threatening ordeal of heart disease, this series explores treatment and therapeutic options, ranging from the conventional to the alternative. These programs will help viewers understand the scientific basis for a large range of health issues and provide information necessary for living a healthy life.

**Aquarius** (19 Thirty-Minute Episodes; 11 Sixty-Minute Episodes; 7 Fifteen-Minute Episodes)

*Aquarius Health Care* videos offer clarity, comfort, and understanding about lifes most challenging issues. From coping with loss to dealing with teenage pregnancy and childhood traumas to deciding what is best for a sick, aging parent, these programs help people face a host of difficult health care issues while ensuring the welfare of family members struggling to assist ailing loved ones.
Antiques Roadshow (39 Sixty-Minute Episodes)

A breakout hit with antiques lovers and general viewers alike, Antiques Roadshow is a fascinating blend of expert appraisals and compelling drama. In each episode of this four-time Emmy™ Award-nominated program, the Roadshow crew travels to different cities and meets people with a wide variety of collectibles. Whether uncovering hidden treasures or exposing pricey fakes, Roadshow experts provide intriguing antiques lore while delighting fans of PBS’s most-watched program.

Focus on Forever (1 Sixty-Minute Episode)

According to the National Center for Health, half of first-time marriages fail. This discouraging statistic is fueling a national discourse on marriage. Focus on Forever explores new research and strategies that can help couples create satisfying, successful marriages. This program is supported by the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and is hosted by Jack Ford, who is coanchor of the daily trial program Banfield & Ford: Courtside on Court TV.

Inside the Law (4 Sixty-Minute Episodes)

Inside the Law, created by an Emmy Award®-winning producer, provides invaluable insight into the top legal issues of the day. Court TV’s Fred Graham hosts these four must-see episodes addressing estate planning, death and taxes, end-of-life medical treatment decisions, and disability preparedness. All episodes feature experts in the field as well as real-life stories, making each an invaluable educational tool for viewers across the country.

Today’s Homeowner (24 Thirty-Minute Episodes)

Today’s Homeowner with Danny Lipford offers something for everyone. Each program contains a Project of the Week which features a home improvement project from start to finish. Also included is Simple Solutions, providing the inside scoop on how-to tips around the house, Best New Products, highlighting the newest products for making life around the house just a bit easier, and finally Around the Yard providing straight-forward tips on the right approach to enhancing your “great outdoors.”

Author Talk (5 Interviews, 20 Minutes Each)

Author Talk features lively interviews with best-selling and award-winning writers. Addressing their fans from both a studio setting and their own homes, the authors offer captivating insights into their lives, upcoming releases, and the novels for which they are best known.

Rocketbook (12 Guides)

Rocketbook is a dynamic tool used to engage and instruct viewers in reading the classics of literature. Each guide takes readers through the action of classic novels with a fast-paced, visually stimulating multimedia presentation. The main part of the presentation is an actor telling the viewer about the book as different images act as a “storyboard” of the work. The visual and verbal approach teaches students who find it difficult to learn through reading alone. Each guide features interactive menus that guide viewers through classic works of literature. Rocketbooks summarize each chapter by breaking it down event by event. An analysis of the chapter follows, outlining character development and use of theme or other literary devices. Finally, viewers participate in pop quizzes, helping to drive home the major points of each chapter.
**MOVIES**

**Classic Movies** (More Than 25 movies)

MyLibraryDV showcases many of the most memorable movies of all time. You will find over 25 all-time favorites, including Academy Award winners, dramas, romances and comedies.

**Independent Films from Film Movement** (20 Movies)

Film Movement's award-winning, first-run films allow viewers to screen independent and foreign films from such top film festivals as Sundance, Cannes, and Toronto. The selections are presented by leading voices in film, including Christian Gaines of American Film Institute (AFI), Nicole Guillemet of the Sundance Film Festival, and Nate Kohn of Roger Ebert's Overlooked Film Festival. MyLibraryDV includes 20 of the best films offered by Film Movement.

**TRAVEL**

**Globe Trekker** (90 Episodes, 60 Minutes Each)

Globe Trekker is a dynamic and stylish award-winning series that transports viewers to unforgettable destinations around the world. Each episode documents the journeys of vibrant young travel guides as they sample local delicacies, stay in traditional lodgings and interact with residents, all to bring these exotic destinations to life.

**Rick Steves’ Europe** (70 Thirty-Minute Episodes)

Rick Steves advocates smart independent travel. As host, writer and producer of the popular public television series Rick Steves’ Europe and best-selling author of 30 European travel books, he encourages Americans to delve deep into Europe and become “temporary locals.” His readers and viewers not only discover major cities, but also cozy villages away from tourist-trampled routes. He helps American travelers connect much more intimately and authentically with Europe—and Europeans—for a fraction of what mainstream tourists pay.

**TravelView International** (57 Destinations)

TravelView International is an award-winning multimedia company that specializes in film distribution for the travel and tourism industry. TravelView videos are documentary-style films of over 57 locations throughout the world. These are shot primarily for the tourist boards and profile the benefits of an entire location while offering local tips such as the best restaurants and hotels. Most of the films are 25 to 30 minutes long.